
Assignment 01
Modeling and Texturing a 
City block for games.

A .Creating your City texture in Photoshop

Creating the texture of a building
First, look for images and textures that will compose the building in photoshop.

Brick wall of building  Door         Window

Cement sidewalk





Now lets go to Photoshop and compose the front ,side, top
 and bottom texture of the building.

Create a new file in photoshop and set the settings to;

Width:1024 pixels
Height: 1024 pixels
Resolution: 72

Now do a rough layout out  drawing of the 
building in photoshop. Make sure to label 
each part so that you wont get confused.



Now open the brick texture and place 
it over the “Building Front”  & “Building 
Side& back”.Scale the texture to fit the 
size of the layout.

Then to completely cover the rectangle 
layout, duplicate the brick layer in 
photoshop (“shortcut: Ctl-J or Apple 
button+J”) and move it on top
and scale to completely cover the 
rectangle. Merge the two layers (Ctrl-E 
or Apple+E)

Now, duplicate the brick layer and 
move it on top of the side layout of 
our texture file



Now lets add some windows. Open the window texture files and rescale and place 
them on top of our brick texture layer.

To make the window look better over the brick wall, lets add a inner shadow to 
our window layer. Right-click the window layer and select bending options.



Check the “Inner Shadow” style and adjust the settings to make the window layer
look like its extruded inside the building.

Here is the Before and After Look. The window now more looks like its from the 
inside of the building than just placed on top.



Now just duplicate our window 
layer all over our building.

Now just open the door texture and place it 
over the front building layout.

Also add a inner shadow style like from our 
window layer before to make it look better. 

Right-click the door layer then select 
blending options; “check inner shadow 
style” 

 Almost done...

Now open the cement texture image 
and move and scale it to the top layout 
of our building.
Also, duplicate the cement layer 
to the other parts of the building 
according to the reference image.



    And now the texture is done, good job!
     Winner winner, chicken dinner!


